How to Calculate the Number and Category of People Allowed at the Venue
This document addresses how to calculate the number of people per 2 main categories that can be at a
venue based on the current Phase restrictions in the ReOpen Saskatchewan Plan and the BSI Return to
Sport Plan. The 2 categories we consider are participants (athletes, coaches, and support staff who
could be physically on the court during training/competitions) and spectators who would be courtside.
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Use the above summary chart to answer the following questions

A Is the Venue Indoors or Outdoors
B - What is the Current ReOpen Saskatchewan Plan Guidelines for Gathering
Sizes for the Type of Venue
C - What is the Current Phase Guidelines Return to Sport Plan Group Size
D - What is the Size of the Court
E - How Many Participants Can Be on the Court Based on the Court Size in
the Current Phase
F - How Many Participants (players, coaches, facility staff) Do You Have
Note: must be equal to or less than the answer to section B
The Answer for B minus the Answer for F will let you know how many
spectators can be allowed around the court area. Note: spectators must be
able to maintain appropriate physical distance from each other AND the
participants
If you operate a program where the spectator is a parent/guardian who is REQUIRED to be courtside (i.e.
in attendance because of age of player, safety plan of organizations, medical concerns etc) then that
spectator number should be included in the participant number. If the participant number exceeds the
ReOpen Plan or facility guidelines on gathering sizes then the program must be adapted so fewer people
are at the venue.

